Tackle the most difficult interview questions
After completing the Engineering degree from top colleges in pune, the big question
that hits our minds is how to get ready for an interview? There are many interview questions
that seem very difficult to answer. Like 'What's your weakness?' - don't say you're a
perfectionist, 'How do you fit an elephant in a fridge?' While most of the difficult questions can
apply to most jobs. As PCCOER is one of the Best Engineering college in pune, students are
provided with an excellent placement training sessions where they train their students to tackle
such situations in an interview. You can always expect to see some of the tricky questions
included in interviews for any fields, especially when you are a fresher.

Proper Preparation Prevents Poor Performance
Doing your research and planning gives you a head start and is the best chance of knowing the
answer to the tricky questions by the interviewer. Always have in mind that a job interview gives

you the chance to share your story and show your dedication to the specific role and
organization.
Be always sure, you know your CV inside out. Read the job description and be ready to answer
questions based on the given data. Write down some questions you think will be asked, and
then work on your answers for those questions, so you can answer with confidence. At last, be
prepared with relevant questions about the role and the company to ask the interviewer.
Interview method
Will it be a telephonic interview, conference or in person? Telephonic Interviews or VC should
be looked onto just as seriously as the interviews in person, also your preparation for the
interview should be equally good.
If the interview is in person, be sure to wear appropriate attire. If it's an interview for a good role
in a company, formal attire will be the best. It's always good to be overdressed than
underdressed, and if you're given a call for a second round interview, you should have a good
understanding of how employees at that company dress.
While meeting your interviewer, always make eye contact and give a good handshake. The first
impression that you give and also your
appearance will be judged by the interviewer
which plays a key role in deciding the right
candidate for the job.
Say Yes to Tricky questions..

The market is highly competing and companies need to find the most suitable candidates for
the job. Tricky questions that are asked during the interviews might not surely have right or
wrong answers. These questions are made up to test how candidates react when they are given a
situation.
Your answer demonstrates your thinking skills and proves how you make decisions in a very
short time. The Interviewers also have an eye on the process in which you collect the information
you need to make the best decisions.Tricky questions like 'How many baseballs are there in
France?' have become quite common with interviews these years. It's a chance to show how
logical you are and how you tackle problems, so keep yourself cool.
What is your biggest weakness?
Give your answer so that it gives a positive angle. Focus on a quality that you are improving on.
For ex, if you spend much time on understanding the details, remember a scenario where you
took the time to get back and think about the bigger picture and the following advantages.
If this is your first job after graduation, then it is a good chance to share about how you
managed issues when studying. The Employers like to see that applicants can identify their
shortcomings and are striving to correct them.
Where do you see yourself in the future?
Information of your employer can help you simply answer this question, which provides you the
chance to show your passion for the specific role and your ability to share fresh ideas. Prepare a

good answer that shows your experience and expertise. Always keep in mind that the employer
is focused on your long-term career goal.
Why are you the perfect person for this job?Or Why should we hire you for this job?
Specially, when you are being asked to match your strengths to the abilities needed to
successfully fulfill the position. Employers want to see that you know the company's business
goals, that your special skill set can have a great impact, and that you are perfectly suited for
the job.
Wrap-up
If you're an experienced applicant, It is possible that you have heard some of the above
questions earlier in interviews, but if you're still qualifying, the most important task to do is
planning out your answers to the above questions.
In the case of technical questions, your planning for your exams should indicate that you have a
very good knowledge for an interview, but we'd also suggest revising the areas of the
certifications you've pursued that are most important to the job you're applying for.

